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Introduction
FOX is a software application for supporting an audiologist when programming ("fitting”) a
cochlear implant (CI). To this end, it can contain different algorithms, each called an “advice”.
FOX reads the current CI settings (MAP-values) from the CI database (Custom Sound®) and also
reads a number of test results from the database of test results (Audiqueen™). Alternatively,
these data can be entered manually. Each advice consists of a set of mathematical formulas,
probabilistic and deterministic rules and when run, it may suggest a number of modifications to
be made to the existing CI settings. The audiologist decides whether to accept these modifications, partially or as a whole and makes these changes to the CI-settings. FOX is only available
for use with the Nucleus CI system from the company Cochlear.

Fox reads data from Audiqueen and from Custom Sound containing the MAP values. It
then formulates recommendations for MAP modifications. The audiologist (hand) decides to write these to the CI database and then to the speech processor.
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agent FOX beneficial for speech understanding? Cochlear Implants Intl. 2017; DOI:10.1080/14670100.2017.1325093
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Intended Use
FOX is a software application for supporting an audiologist when programming ("fitting”) a
hearing aid or cochlear implant (CI), also called device. To this end, FOX requires knowledge of
the current device settings (Program or MAP-values) and a number of Outcomes obtained with
this program. FOX can import these data from the device database and the Outcome database
containing the test results (Audiqueen§). Alternatively, these data can be entered manually. By
executing an advice consisting of a set of mathematical formulas, probabilistic and deterministic rules a "recommendation" is given for making changes to the existing device settings. The
audiologist decides whether to accept these recommendations, partially or as a whole and
makes these changes to the device-settings. In its present form FOX is available for use with
the Nucleus CI system from the company Cochlear.
• FOX is a software application for supporting an audiologist when programming ("fitting") the Nucleus cochlear implant (CI). It provides clinical recommendations with respect to the CI program settings based on an Outcome set.
•

FOX is a software-only device for use on a Windows computer (Windows 7 or higher).
For actual fitting it requires the presence of Audiqueen, Coala Link and Custom Sound
on the same computer with the standard fitting hardware (programming interface).

•

FOX is intended for users who understand an English interface.

•

The user is a skilled professional with clinical experience fitting CI devices in a clinical
setting. He/she monitors the fitting recommendations made by FOX, and decides to implement or reject them.

Fox® provides advice to the audiologist, who decides whether to apply these
recommendations to the speech processor through Custom Sound or not.
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Contraindications & Warnings
• At present FOX has only been validated for the following Speech Processors. It
should not be used with other processors:
o Cochlear's Nucleus CP900 and CP1000 series
• FOX only works with the following Custom Sound platforms:
o Custom Sound 5
• It is recommended not to manipulate the Custom Sound while FOX is running.
• At present FOX has not been validated for use in patients with anatomical malformations of the inner ear. Therefore, it should not be used in these patients.
• At present FOX has not been validated for use in patients with clinical signs of 8th
nerve neuropathy. Therefore, it should not be used in these patients.
• FOX should not be used if more than 10 Cochlear electrodes are deactivated.
FOX aims at giving recommendations based on algorithms that were written by AI experts
and expert advice designers. The audiologist remains the competent user who should interpret
and accept or reject FOX’s recommendations. Neither the authors of the FOX advice nor Otoconsult nor Cochlear Ltd. can accept any responsibility for adverse effects or deterioration in
the performance of the CI-user.

Definitions
The following terms will be used throughout the manual:
A§E®
Audiqueen
AutoMaps
Custom Sound®
To Fox
MAP
MAP modifications
MAP values

MAP variable
Patient
POR

A§E® is a psychoacoustic test suite that is integrated in Audiqueen.
Audiqueen™ is a software package to manage audiological data
A series of MAPs that FOX generates automatically without the input of a former
MAP and that are particularly meant for the first fittings after Switch-On.
The clinical Custom Sound from Cochlear Ltd. by means of which the competent audiologists program (“fit”) the Nucleus cochlear implant processors
To ask advice from FOX and make the recommended MAP modifications.
The set of values that are defined in the CI speech processor during routine fitting
procedures by means of Custom Sound
Modifications made to the MAP-values during the fitting process.
The values to which each MAP-variable is set by the audiologist during the fitting
procedure, e.g. the T-level at electrode 1 is set to 40 clinical units.
The different parameters of which the values can be set by means of Custom
Sound. Examples are the T-level (minimal current level for a particular
electrode), the C-level (most comfortable current level for a particular
electrode), the pulse width, etc.
The person wearing and using a cochlear implant
Pending Outcome Requests; this refers to the list of Outcome measures which the
audiologist is requested to repeat after a MAP modification
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Help

A pdf-version of this manual is available through
the FOX® Help menu.
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Installation of FOX®
FOX is installed on your PC by qualified people from Otoconsult or Cochlear.
Make sure to read and accept the License Agreement and the Terms of Use.
FOX requires internet connection.
Contact Otoconsult in case of problems.
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Typical Procedures
FOX has been seamlessly integrated in a workflow comprising Custom Sound, Audiqueen and Coala Link. There are
5 typical scenarios:
1. Session A: Switch on with AutoMaps
2. Session B: The first fine tuning session based on Audiometry and Phoneme Discrimination
3. Session C: The second fine tuning session based on Loudness Scaling and speech Audiometry
4. Session D: the annual visit
5. Taking over a long-term user

The typical fitting scheme at the Eargroup (2017) comprises 3 early sessions (A,B,C) before jumping to
an annual fitting scheme (D). Session A is the switch-on with AutoMaps. Session B is to go to higher
AutoMaps and to perform the ‘low level’ fine tuning (based on audiogram and Phoneme Discrimination). Session C is to perform the ‘high level’ fine tuning (based on Loudness Scaling and Speech Audiogram). Session D is mainly based on Speech Audiogram.

The description of the scenarios reflects the typical workflow as developed by the Eargroup. This can be used
as guideline, but as an expert audiologist, you are free to deviate from this and responsible for treating the individual CI recipient according to your own expertise and the latest Good Clinical Practice.
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Session A: Switch on with Automaps
Session A is basically done in Custom Sound. You create a recipient in Custom Sound, assign an implant, create
AutoMaps, go live with the lowest AutoMap (Switch-on MAP), explain the basics to the recipients, write the next 4
AutoMaps to the processor and instruct the recipient to go home with P1 and move to P2, P3 and P4 every 3 days
or so.

Flow Chart of Fitting A workflow (see text for details).
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Create the CI recipient in Custom Sound and assign an implant.

Enter the insertion depth of the electrode. If
unknown, enter 22.

Confirm this same new patient in Audiqueen by
clicking Make New. Alternatively, if the patient
already exists in Audiqueen, click Open Selected
Patient.

Measure Impedances. Then, in “Open or Create
MAP”, select the active device and click Create
FOX AutoMaps.
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Be patient while FOX connects to the FOX
webhost on the internet and retrieves AutoMaps for this recipient.

In Custom Sound, select Write to Processor:
•

the Switch-on AutoMap is preloaded
and ready to be used in live mode

•

AutoMaps 2-4 (Silver 1 to Gold 1) are
preloaded in the processor slots 1-4

•

All AutoMaps available in the Map List

Click the FOX Live button to go live with the
softest AutoMap. Don’t do this before having
prepared the CI recipient or its caregiver that
any sensation will be informative to you: some
hearing, some odd sensation, even some
discomfort.
Once in live mode, don’t focus on the sound or
its quality, but rather distract the CI recipient by
explaining what’s in the box that comes with the
processor.

Set the Soft MAP Start Duration to 5 minutes for
adults and 10 minutes for children.
Write the MAPs to the processor.
Close the Custom Sound session and switch on
the processor on P1.
Instruct the recipient to go to the next MAP
every 3rd day and to return after 15 days.
Encourage him/her to move to P4 by the end of
these 2 weeks.
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Session B: Go To Higher Automaps and Fine Tune First Level
Session B occurs in Custom Sound and Audiqueen. The first stage aims to move the patient to the highest comfortable AutoMap. The second stage works to fine tune this AutoMap based on the Audiometry and phone discrimination test results.
In a typical situation, the CI recipient has moved up to the AutoMap Gold 1. The higher AutoMaps are in Custom
Sound and it is recommended to try each MAP to determine how the CI recipient tolerates them. It is important to
notice that excellent results can be obtained with Silver 2 and higher AutoMaps. Gold 2 is the average of all excellent performers. Higher AutoMaps are good for CI recipients who feel comfortable with and ask for higher intensities.
The first stage in session B also aims to identify ‘bad’ electrodes. These are electrodes that feature abnormal impedances (short or open circuits) or that cause non-auditory sensation. These electrodes can impede the CI recipient from moving to higher AutoMaps. It is recommended that you inactivate those electrodes. Custom Sound
may inactivate them based on the impedances, FOX may inactivate them based on impedances and the first audiogram (‘initial audiogram’ advice) and you may inactivate them based on your expertise.
Once the ‘bad’ electrodes have been inactivated and the CI recipient has moved to his/her highest comfortable
AutoMap, this AutoMap may be adjusted by the FOX standard advice based on Audiometry and Phoneme Discrimination test results.
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The first Flow Chart (B) describes the workflow if no electrodes need to be inactivated, while the second (B’) displays the sequence after inactivation of electrodes.
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Flow Chart of Fitting B workflow (see text for details).
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Flow Chart of Fitting B’ workflow (see text for details).

Connect the processor, open Custom Sound,
measure impedance and try one or more higher
AutoMaps than the one the CI recipient is using.
The highest AutoMap he/she tolerates, becomes
the Test MAP.
Write this Test MAP to slot P4 in the processor
and close the Custom Sound session.

Open Audiqueen and select the patient.
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Assign a cochlear implant to this patient (See
Audiqueen Manual for details). Briefly:
•

Click the Device icon

•

Click New Device

•

Select Cochlear Implant, fill out the relevant fields and click OK

•

Review the combination and save with
OK

The icon in the ribbon now displays the implant.

Click Audiometry and then New Measurement
to start performing tone Audiometry.
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Select Coala Link as audiometer. Audiqueen
shows a sequence of calibration messages:

Ensure the sound processor is connected to the
computer for direct audio capabilities. If
calibration is succesfull, Audiqueen selects P4
automatically.
Should the calibration fail, click on this icon
to recalibrate.

In P4, perform Audiometry (see Audiqueen for
details).
Click Save & Quit to close the Audiometry
module.

Make sure to confirm the proper test
configuration of the ears (1) and save the result
(2).
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Audiqueen now has added a line with the test
result. It displays the FOX icon to indicate that
this result is linked to a MAP and the MAP
number is also added (in this case R6).

It is recommended to add the intervention as a
reference point into Audiqueen. For this, click
Add Event and enter the relevant details (see
Audiqueen manual for more details).

The intervention now appears highlighted as a
line in the test results list view and it is available
for Audiqueen Analytics.

Click the FOX icon and select the ‘Initial
Audiogram’ advice.

In the typical case, the audiometric results are
good and you may continue and perform
Phoneme Discrimination. If not, FOX may
inactivate electrodes. This situation (scenario
B’) will be described later.

Click Phoneme Discrimination and then New
Measurement in Audiqueen’s ribbon.
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After calibration (1) Make sure that all settings
are OK (2). Then you may use the Training
Mode to acquaint the CI recipient with the test
task (3). Then go to Test Mode and select the
Playlist 20 (4). Click Start to test the 20
phoneme contrasts (5). See the Audiqueen
Manual for more details.
To end testing, click Save Results & Quit.

Click ‘I am finished’, make sure you’ve selected
the correct test configuration and save the test
results.

Click the FOX icon in the grid and select the
‘Standard’ advice.

Be patient while FOX connects to the FOX
webhost on the internet, analyses all results and
formulates an advice for this recipient.
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FOX now displays its advice. See “Interpretation
of an advice” to learn how to read and interpret
an advice.
If FOX finds a MAP with better predicted
Outcome, you can save this MAP to Custom
Sound.

FOX asks to assign a different name to this MAP.
One option is to add ‘#1’ to the name of the
original MAP.

Custom Sound now compares the old and the
new MAP for your review…. (this window is
skipped if FOX has no recommendation for a new
MAP)
And preloads the 4 program slots as follows:

After your approval, these MAPs can be written
to the processor. The CI recipient is instructed
to wear P1 all the time. He/she may try to go to
P3 if louder is more comfortable. P2 should only
be used if P1 really feels uncomfortably loud,
even after a couple of days.

Scenario B’
This scenario is executed when FOX’s ‘Initial Audiogram’ advice recommends inactivating one or more electrodes.

FOX shows a message to say which electrodes will be inactivated.
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Click Save New Map to Custom Sound

Custom Sound now shows a new list of AutoMaps, starting
with the one tested (in this case Gold 2) and noting the disabled electrodes.
It is now recommended that you determine if the CI recipient tolerates higher AutoMaps and if so, to proceed with
the highest AutoMap tolerated. Write this AutoMap to P4,
close the Custom Sound session and open Audiqueen.

In P4, perform the Audiometry (see Audiqueen for details).
Click Save & Quit to close the Audiometry module.
Perform Phoneme Discrimination and follow the flowchart
of Session B.

Session C: Fine Tuning Second Level
Session C uses Custom Sound (for impedance measurements only) and Audiqueen. The goal of this session is to
fine tune this AutoMap based on the Loudness Scaling and speech Audiometry.
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Flow Chart of Fitting C workflow and also for the annual follow-up workflow
(see text for details).
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Connect the processor, open Custom Sound,
•

Measure impedances

•

Read the processor’s MAPs

•

Make sure the recipient’s home MAP is programmed in the processor’s slot P4

•

Close the Custom Sound session.

Open Audiqueen and select the patient.

Perform any Pending Outcome Requests (POR) from FOX.
For Fitting C, click Loudness Scaling and then New Measurement in Audiqueen’s ribbon. If this is an annual fitting,
Loudness Scaling can be skipped and you can immediately
go to speech Audiometry.
After calibration (1) Make sure that all settings are OK (2).
Then you may use the Training Mode to acquaint the CI recipient with the test task (3). Then go to Test Mode and
click Start (4). See the Audiqueen Manual for more details.
At the end, click Save Results & Quit.
Select Do another measurement to complete the other frequencies (250, 1000, 4000 Hz).
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Click ‘I am finished’, make sure you’ve selected the correct
test configuration and save the test results.

Click Speech Audiometry and then New Measurement in
Audiqueen’s ribbon.
After calibration (1) Make sure that all settings are OK (2).
Then you may use the Training Mode to acquaint the CI recipient with the test task (3). Then go to Test Mode and
click Start (4). See the Audiqueen Manual for more details.
Score the correctly repeated phonemes.

After a list, use the arrows to change the presentation level
(scores at 40, 55, 70 and 85 dBSPL are required) and click
Next List.

At the end, click Save Results & Quit.

Make sure you’ve selected the correct test configuration
and save the test results.

Click the FOX icon in the grid and select the ‘Standard’ Advice.
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Be patient while FOX connects to the FOX webhost on the
internet, analyses all results and formulates an advice for
this recipient.
Then, you can follow the workflow as in Session B to Jump
to Custom Sound.

Session X: Annual Visit
The annual fitting sessions are basically like Session C. The typical test set would comprise of the Pending Outcome Requests from a previous session plus Speech Audiometry. The flow chart and step by step instructions of
session C can be followed.
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Experienced non-FOX recipients
For an experienced CI recipient with manually set MAPs, FOX can follow one of two approaches: (1) starting from
best-fit AutoMaps (recommended) or (2) starting from the actual home MAP.

FOX generates the AutoMap that lies closest to but lower than the user’s home MAP and all higher AutoMaps. For
this purpose, FOX calculates how much energy (nanoCoulombs) is given at the home MAP’s C-level and the AutoMap that produces slightly less energy is presented together with all higher AutoMaps. The advantage of this approach is that it comprises a ‘reset’ of the MAP to a MAP within FOX’s local optimum. The inconvenience may be
that the AutoMap, although energetically close to the home MAP, may still be quite different in its sound treatment and may require some adaptation from the CI recipient. Proper counselling is therefore mandatory.

In Custom Sound, right click the user’s home MAP and select ‘Create AutoMaps’.

Be patient while FOX connects to the FOX webhost on the
internet, analyses the home MAP and generates a list of AutoMaps.

Custom Sound displays the list of AutoMaps. In this example it starts with AutoMap Silver 2. This is the softer MAP
than the home MAP that comes closest to the home MAP.
Go live with this MAP and see if the patient can tolerate a
higher AutoMap, until tolerance is reached.
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Now follow the flowchart of Session B, starting from ‘With
Highest tolerated AutoMap’.
It is recommended to allow the CI recipient a take-home experience with the final MAP. After an interval of 2-4 weeks,
the CI recipient may perform the session C flowchart (including Loudness Scaling and speech Audiometry testing).

In this case, FOX will not ‘reset’ the home MAP. It will look for modifications to the home MAP that may yield better Outcomes. The advantage is that the CI recipient is accustomed to the home MAP and that the new MAP will
not differ much from this home MAP (because FOX is restricted in the size of the changes that can be recommended). The inconvenience is that FOX may have less experience with the settings of this home MAP and may be
less accurate in optimising it. Also, FOX is limited in its step size per iteration (for safety reasons) and that it may
take several iterations before the home MAP is really optimised. It is possible that such iterations deteriorate the
Outcome before finding a new optimum. For that matter, this approach is not preferred.

Make sure the test MAP is written to the processor’s slot 4
and set ADRO off and Sensitivity = 14.

In Custom Sound, right click the user’s home MAP and select ‘FOX this Map’.
In case of compliance issues, Custom Sound first asks you to
solve them (either change the pulse width or disable the
electrode(s)).
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Be patient while FOX connects to the FOX webhost on the
internet.

In the FOX dashboard, check Audiogram and select ‘Measure Now’.
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Now follow the flowchart of Session B, starting from ‘With
Highest tolerated AutoMap’.
Select the correct advice in the drop-down list.

And FOX the MAP

For more Outcome measures, check the corresponding
boxes in the FOX dashboard and select ‘measure now’.
Allow the CI recipient a take-home experience with the final
MAP. After an interval of 2-4 weeks, the CI recipient may
perform the session C flowchart (including Loudness Scaling
and speech Audiometry testing).
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AutoMaps
As explained before, FOX generates a series of AutoMaps either at switch-on (full list of AutoMaps, see Session A:
Switch on with AutoMaps) or at any later moment when requested by the audiologist (best fit AutoMaps, see
Starting from best-fit AutoMaps (recommended)).
The series of AutoMaps constitutes a sequential series of MAPs that should be read and used in the bottom-up
direction. These MAPs can be used for building up and acquaint the CI recipient with increasing intensity. This is
typical for the switch-on period. Switch-on procedures may depend on your personal experience and preferences
and may change over time. Please contact Otoconsult or your CI clinical representative to be advised on current
practice and recommendations.

The switch-on MAP has very low T and C levels. It is only
used during the switch-on procedure. There are 3 Silver,
Gold and Ivory MAPs. They have increasing T and C levels.
Excellent Outcome has been measured with every AutoMap. The majority (75%) of excellent results has been obtained with MAP levels of Silver 3 or higher. This means
that CI recipients should be encouraged to mount the stairs
up to level Silver 3 – Gold 1. Any higher AutoMap is mainly
for convenience, much less for performance.
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FOX DASHBOARD
The FOX dashboard gives access to additional FOX functionality. Only advanced users should use this. The FOX
dashboard allows to request other advices (if available), to select or deselect Outcome and to enter or modify Outcome manually, etc.
The dashboard can be enabled by clicking on the bottom-left button.

Request FOX advice
The essence of FOX is that it gives recommendations to modify the MAP based on measured Outcome. This Outcome typically, although not necessarily consists of audiological test results. Several advices may be available and
each advice analyses its particular Outcome and formulates recommendations on the basis of this.

All advice executions are stored in the FOX database where they are used for later statistical analysis. This
analysis will serve the future development of advice rules. Therefore, it is of utmost importance NOT to simulate
Outcome or advice executions without clearly identifying this as fake or sham.
You can mark a patient as ‘FOX Dummy’ in Audiqueen. For this, (1) click on the patient’s name; then (2) on the
FOX button and (3) Mark as FOX Dummy.
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A blue FOX icon indicates the new state of this patient.

FOX may contain multiple advices, coming from different experts or serving different goals.
 Select the advice you wish to solicit

For each advice, FOX displays a list of Outcome
measures that this particular advice can use to produce recommendations.
In this case, the Eargroup’s advice was solicited (red
circle) and this advice can use information from the
Audiogram, A§E1 Phoneme Discrimination, A§E Loudness Scaling at 250, 1000 and 4000 Hz and the Speech
Audiogram (arrows).

If you already entered Outcome results with this MAP
before, FOX remembers and displays it.

1

REF: PJ Govaerts et al. Auditory speech sounds evaluation (A§E®): a new test to assess detection, discrimination and identification in hearing
impairment. Cochlear Implants International 2006; 7(2): 97-106.
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FOX analyses the MAP-values and also a number of Outcomes that have been measured with this particular MAP.
After analysis FOX provides recommendations for MAP-changes. Fox may contain more than one advice coming
either from different authors or aiming at different optimisations.
Each advice comes with a number of Outcome measures. You may enter the Outcome that you have obtained
with the given MAP. It may be wise to try to enter as much Outcome as possible, since this will improve the power
of the advice. But in case you only have part of the requested Outcome, you should not worry. Just enter what
you have and ask advice.

For each advice, FOX displays a list of Outcome measures
that this particular advice can use to produce recommendations.
In this case, the Eargroup’s advice was solicited (red circle)
and this advice can use information from the Audiogram,
A§E2 Phoneme Discrimination, A§E Loudness Scaling at
250, 1000 and 4000 Hz and the Speech Audiogram (arrows).

 Check the Outcome you wish to enter.

2

REF: PJ Govaerts et al. Auditory speech sounds evaluation (A§E®): a new test to assess detection, discrimination and identification in hearing
impairment. Cochlear Implants International 2006; 7(2): 97-106.
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Enter Outcome manually

 Select how you want to enter the Outcome.
This will typically be by entering a new test result.
See later how to use the import option to import
test results from Audiqueen or from A§E.

 Enter the test results and Click Save to store
them.

Launch Audiqueen§ and receive results directly
Audiqueen§ contains the A§E® psychoacoustic test suite with several modules that aim to test cochlear function.
Different modules test the capacity of the cochlea to code the intensity, spectral and temporal cues of sound at
the level of detection, discrimination and identification. Audiqueen§ can be obtained from Otoconsult, Antwerp,
Belgium.
If you have Audiqueen§ installed on the same computer as FOX, FOX can launch the spectral discrimination test
(A§E Phoneme Discrimination) and the Loudness Scaling test upon request. In that case, the results are automatically stored in FOX.
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 Click Measure now to open A§E.

 Execute the test and save the results.

The test results automatically appear in FOX. You
can view the results and add remarks.

Import Outcome from Audiqueen§
Audiqueen® is a software package to manage audiological data. It can be linked to any electronic medical file.
Commercial information is available at http://www.otoconsult.com.
Audiqueen exports the results of audiological tests in a file with extension *.auq
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FOX can import these files, which avoids the need for manual introduction of test data and thus allows seamless
transfer of data from the data management suite to FOX.

 Select “import file” in the drop-down menu

 Retrieve the file you want to import and Click
Open .

 FOX displays the test result and allows you to
edit them before clicking on Save to import
the data.
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Modify Outcome

If Outcome is available for a particular MAP, FOX automatically displays this Outcome and selects it to be included in
the advice.
 Check or uncheck Outcome to select or deselect
it.

 Click on the

icon to edit the Outcome data

 Click on Save to save the edited data.
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Once all Outcome data have been entered, FOX is ready
to give recommendations.
 Click on Fox it! to ask advice
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Interpretation of an advice
The advice window features several components.

The different components are now explained in some more detail.
This bar shows the advice name, the version numbers of the FOX engine (E),
the Artificial Intelligence Model (AI) and the Acoustic-Electrical Model (M)
used. The color bar indicates how much Outcome is available (indicated by
the length of the bar) and how good the latest available Outcome is (ranging
from red: far off target to green: on target).
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This bar shows the Outcome. Outcome types are checked if Outcome is available for the current MAP. If checked, the date and time stamp of the relevant
Outcome is shown. The test results can be found under the magnification
icon.

Here advanced users can also change them manually and save the modified
results.

This component summarises some administrative data.

Then there are some messages.
See paragraph on Messages for more details.
You should carefully read the messages and the MAP-modifications.
Do realize that you are the competent audiologist who should interpret
and accept or reject the FOX recommendations. Neither the authors of the
FOX advice nor Otoconsult nor Cochlear Ltd. can accept any responsibility for
adverse effects or deterioration in the performance of the CI-user.

FOX now summarizes whether or not a MAP with better expected Outcome
was created and which MAPs will be preloaded in the Custom Sound slots to
be written to the processor.
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Finally, FOX displays the utility of the best MAP found. The utility is an arbitrary measure to appreciate the likelihood of this MAP improving the test results as compared to the previous MAP. In this example, the utility is negative,
which means that the best MAP found is expected to deteriorate the auditory
performance compared to the previous MAP.
FOX also gives the breakdown of the overall utility into the utilities of the different Outcome types. In this case, the expected benefit on the Phoneme Discrimination task is outweighed by an expected deterioration of the audiometric thresholds.
Checking this checkbox allows you to have a look at the suggested MAP
changes, both numerically and graphically…

The field can be highlighted to draw your attention:
Typical

Warning

Error

This is the typical colour code: all values are within
the normal range
Fields are highlighted when the values are exceptionally high or low. This will happen every now and
then and it should be no problem. The highlighting
is meant to notify the competent audiologist who
has to judge whether to accept it or not.
Fields turn red if they contain values that should not
occur. This can be a potentially hazardous situation
and the competent audiologist should take proper
measures to verify and control any risk.

These are the labels used:
T_1 - T-22
C_1 - C-22
Gain_1 - Gain_22
Is Enabled_1 - Is Enabled_22
Filter Band Low Cutoff_1 - Filter
Band Low Cutoff_22
Filter Band High Cutoff_1 - Filter Band High Cutoff_16
Impedance_1 Impedance_22
AutoSensitivity Breakpoint
AutoSensitivity
Sensitivity
Maxima
Loudness Growth
Volume Control
Volume
T-SPL
C-SPL
Channel Rate
Pulse Width
Whisper
ADRO

T-level (CU)
C-level (CU)
Gain
On/Off status of electrode
Lower cutoff frequency of the frequency band for each
electrode (Hz)
Upper cutoff frequency of the frequency band for each
electrode (Hz)
Impedances as measured by Custom Sound (see Custom
Sound Manual)
AutoSensitivity Breakpoint (CU)
AutoSensitivity (on/off)
Sensitivity (12-20)
The number of maxima
Loudness Growth
Volume Control (on/off)
Volume (1-10)
T-SPL (dB)
C-SPL (dB)
Channel Rate (pps)
Pulse Width (µsec) (see Custom Sound Manual)
Whisper (on/off) (see Custom Sound Manual)
ADRO (on/off) (see Custom Sound Manual)
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Strategy
Stimulation Mode
Processor Type
Environment

Sound processing strategy
Stimulation Mode (MPA, MP2, MP1+2)
Processor Type
Environment (see Custom Sound Manual)

These buttons allow you to enter the FOX advanced dashboard, to request
FOX advice, to jump to Custom Sound or to preload Custom Sound with the
new MAP.

Messages
Messages contain information, errors, warnings, etc.

This is the typical message from FOX when there are recommendations to modify MAP-values.

This is the typical request from FOX to invite you to do audiological
tests and enter the results in FOX. The message is given when FOX
believes that these Outcomes may improve or when FOX wants to
learn to make future advice more accurate.
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This message appears when FOX believes the Outcome cannot be improved. Note that this is more reliable if you enter as much Outcome
as available.

This message appears when FOX has made some minor and final MAPmodifications. FOX is satisfied. Note that this is more reliable if you
enter as much Outcome as available.

This is a message to draw your attention to something or to advise you
to look at other features than just the MAP-settings.

This is a warning informing you of problems or factors weakening the
advice.
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This is a problem. FOX abdicates and asks you to take over. In most
cases he will give some additional information to justify his decision.

This message occurs when the advice contains errors. Therefore, part
of the advice has not been executed. In most cases, FOX will give additional information on the error; It may be wise to pass this information to Otoconsult or to the distributor of FOX.
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